
Aims & Objectives

Methods

Recommendations

We want to use photography as a 

medium to discover what 

therapeutic spaces already exist. 

We also wish to document how 

students determine these spaces 

and how they engage with them. 

•Since students use individually chosen spaces with other primary functions as their 

therapeutic spots; it would be good for UCL to create more accessible, multi-purpose 

spaces.

•Making sure that both outside and inside areas (courtyards, common rooms) are 

accessible and have sitting areas.

• Ideal university space: a place where students can relax and ‘zone out’ as well as using the 

spaces as intended. 

1.Marking a space as ‘therapeutic’ is a highly individualized act

•All the areas researcher-participants used as their therapeutic spaces had other primary 

functionalities (e.g. the Anthropology Student Common Room).

•None of the therapeutic spaces were areas built specifically for rest and relaxation 

purposes (like the Japanese Garden in the Student Centre).

2.Two major ways of experiencing relaxation: passive and active engagement with the space

•Christian’s therapeutic spaces were connected to certain routine activities associated 

with the space: making a cup of tea, selecting a pizza type etc.

•Valentina’s spaces were associated with the comfort of sitting down and soaking the 

atmosphere of the space in.

How have therapeutic spaces been 

incorporated into UCL’s existing architecture? 

Semi-Bogus … Built for Purpose! Daria Duda, Christian 

East & Valentina Venelli

Methods

Results

•Researcher led photography, with 

researchers/participants each 

choosing 3 therapeutic spaces 

around campus to photograph.

•Use of single-use film 

cameras: emulating fun and comfort.

•One researcher chose a space and 

tried to reproduce the way they 

interact with it, the other took the 

photo attempting to share the 

perspective – a Phenomenological 

walk (Tilley 2019:28).

3.All the spaces were tied to a multi-sensory experience of ‘zoning out’ for researcher-

participants

•Auditory experience of shutting the outside world via music with headphones (Spotify 

codes displayed to interact with the participants using their chosen songs for each photo).

•The visual aspect of observing the surroundings while being perceptually detached. 

Figure 1. Christian making tea in the 
common room (shot by Valentina)

Figure 2. Valentina sitting on the 
Main Quad steps (shot by Christian)

Figure 3. Valentina relaxing in the 
Main Library (shot by Christian)

Figure 4. Christian browsing the 
pizza menu (shot by Valentina)

References:  Tilley, C. (2019). London's Urban Landscape: Another Way of Telling. London: UCL Press. 


